Abstract
INTRODUCTION
In the era renewable energy to be, the one is wind energy sources have improvement interest due both to the technological of wind turbines and to be increase of wind power maximum efficiency. At present the wind turbines energy in order to keep the optimum energy. We will concepted to wind turbine is a set of tools that working with energy changeable from wind energy to mechanical and pass through to the electrical energy. All of processing get any losses from one energy to another. Include from wind energy is determined by speed of wind, specific mass of the air and the area of wind, and usually higher that blades remove. Cam and Yildiz (2006) , Show that the ANFIS method get the optimal energy. Boukhezzar (2009) for an isolated wind diesel hybrid power system with BES (battery energy storage) unit Generator Wind turbine has two main device that the generator and blade. The blade which capture the wind speed and convert to kinetic energy to rotate the generator , and the generator is the device to convert kinetic energy rotation come to low ectrical energy. The aplicable horizontal wind turbine model this experiment on generator optimal singel betwen coil and the magnetic field.
2. OBJECT We foccuse on the develop the horizontal wind turbine model, especially on optimalization of angle betwen megnetic field and coil. In Faraday law that electromagnetic force occur from differensial of magnetic flux on the coil based on time domain. In order to optimalization the electromagnetic force, we must control position betwen the coil and the flux magnetic field. the angle of normally magnetic field is showed. In this research, it has been made the device, Lets see the figure  1 , it is the device on this figure has a scale and magnetic that adjust from 50 degree until 130 degree. 
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METHODOLOGY
The instalation of generator follow two main device of coil and the magnet. We have 7 angle betwen coil and magnetic field -100, -200, -300, 00, 100, 200, 300. We can test which the angle can give the best energy. The constant rotary from mator will produce the voltage that we measure. Wind Turbine modeling must been given to the experiment. Modeling : The first we get a wind turbine power that can be expressed by equation (1) below:
Where P is power of wind, the specific mass of air is ρ and U is wind speed and power of wind converts into torque with expression on equation (2);
Where k is change constants, τ is torque and ω is rotary speed. Next, the power of turbine to be changed to electric power with expression equation (3);
Where Pe is electric Power, V is electric, voltage and I is electric current. On the experiment we will look at a model and experiment.
EXPERIMENT
The main goal of this experiment wants to show that the optimal angel betwen coil and magnetic field at the constant rotation. 6. CONCLUSION From result and discussion, it can be made conclusion that the system better on 80 until 100 degree.
